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New Serials Received:

American music. ML1 A497
Behavioral medicine. RB152 J67
Behavioral sciences & the law. K2 E3
British journal of addiction. HV5800 B7
Cognition and instruction. LB1060 C6

Comparative strategy. JX1 C62
Computing teacher. LB1028.5 C575
Contemporary educational psychology. LB1051 C678
Day care and early education. HV854 D38
Development and psychopathology. BF712 D48

Educational psychologist. LB1051 E35
Educational studies. L11 E463
Electronic learning. LB1028.5 E43
Journal of computer-based instruction. LB1028.5 J613
Journal of computers in mathematics and science. QA20 J68

Journal of educational statistics. LB2846 J67
Journal of substance abuse treatment. RC563 J68
Learning disability quarterly. LC4704 L424
Middle school journal. L11 M65
Multicultural education journal. LC1099 M838

National interest. E840 N34
School psychology quarterly. LB1027.55 P76
Soviet economy. HC335 S588
TESOL journal. PE1128 A2 T4518
TESOL matters. PE1011 T47

Washington quarterly. D839 W33
World and I. CB428 W67

2. Baker & Taylor FY 92 Stats.

On the following page you will find a summary of the B&T stats for FY92. Please note that these figures contain the additional 'select' plan which was in effect for part of the year.